Language Centres Activity 1

Computer

GOLD Interactive Map

Instructions:
1. Click the internet icon
2. Type in the following address:
3. Under “Interactive Features” launch the GOLD INTERACTIVE MAP
4. Enter the GOLD INTERACTIVE MAP
5. You’ve made it!
6. You will see that as you move your mouse over the Australian states, that this web site is “interactive”.
   Answer the following questions using this site:

1. TASMANIA: What was Tasmania better known for? Its diggers or convicts?

2. What sort of gold was panned for in Beaconsfield in 1869?

3. NORTHERN TERRITORY: Gold is a type of what starting with m.......................

4. What were the construction gangs working on when they discovered gold in Darwin?

5. NEW SOUTH WALES: The gold rush began when ......................... discovered gold in ....................... Creek.

6. What violent event took place in Lambing Flat?

7. VICTORIA: Victorian goldfields were the ......................... in the world!
8. What did the Europeans ask the Chinese miners for in Ararat?

9. WESTERN AUSTRALIA: What was happening to Australia by the 1890's?

10. SOUTH AUSTRALIA: what sort of people did SA have significantly less of than both Victoria and NSW?

11. QUEENSLAND: What happened in QLD in an attempt to increase the state's population?

CHALLENGE: Why is white gold white? Surf the net to find the answer!